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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses a method for determining a good pivoting sequence for 
Gaussian elimination, based on an algorithm for ding assignment problems. Tlw 
worst case complexity is O( i3); in practice O(n”.““) operations are sufficient. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a system of linear equations As = h with a square nonsingular 
coefficients matrix A, the most important solution algorithm is the systematic 
elimination method of Gauss. The basic idea of Gaussian elimination is the 
factorization of A as the product LU of a lower triangular matrix L with 
ones on its diagonal and an upper triangular matrix U, the diagonal entries of 
which are called the pivot elements. In general, the numerical stability of 
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triangularization is guaranteed only if the matrix A is symmetric positive 
definite, diagonally dominant, or an H-matrix. 
In [4, p. 1591, Conte and de Door write: It is 
difficult (if not impossible) to ascertain for a gcncral linear system how various 
pivoting strategies affect the accuracy of the computed solution. A notable and 
important exception to this statement arc the linear systems with positive definite 
coefficient matrix.. . . For such a system, the error in the computed solution due to 
rounding errors during elimination and back-substitution can be shown to he accept- 
ably small if the trivial pivoting strategv of no interchanges is used. But it is not 
possible at present to give a “best” pivoting stratep) fi)r a general linear system, nor is 
it even clear what such a term might mean. . A currently accepted strategy is scald 
partial piuoting. 
Partial pivoting consists in choosing-when the kth variable is to be 
eliminated-as pivot element the element of largest absolute value in the 
remainder of the k th column and exchanging the corresponding rows. For 
good numerical stability it is advisable to carv out the partial pivoting with 
prior scaling of the coefficient matrix A-i.e., replacing of A by D, AD,, 
where D, and D, are nonsingular diagonal matrices. To avoid additional 
rounding errors the scaling is done implicitly: Let A = (n,j) be an n X n 
matrix and D, = diag(cl,‘, . . . , ~1,‘~). Then, in the jth reduction step A(j-‘) + 
A(j), the pivoting rule becomes: Find k >-j with 
and then take &- ‘) as pivot element. 
The nonsingular diagonal matrix D, must be chosen such that the 
triangularization with partial pivoting of D, AD, is stable. (The matrix D, 
does not affect the pivot choice, but is introduced for convenience.) The 
approach to this problem taken by Wilkinson [IS] is to insist that the scaled 
matrix be eyuilihmted, i.e., all its rows have Z,-norm 1. This can be achieved 
for arbitrary choice of D,, since the diagonal matrix D, whose diagonal 
entries are the inverse norms of the rows of AD, is the unique diagonal 
matrix which makes D, AD, equilibrated. The choice of D, then determines 
D, which in turn determines the pivot elements. In practice one usually takes 
for D, the identity matrix, D, = 1. However, this can be disastrous when the 
entries is some row of A have widely differing magnitudes, and it is 
particularly unsatisfactory for sparse matrices (Curtis and Reid [S]). 
One can improve the behavior by requiring also that the transposed 
matrix be equilibrated, i.e., that all columns have norm 1. Ignoring the signs, 
the scaled matrix is then rloubly .stochastic, i.e., the entries of each row and 
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column sum to 1. Now the scaling matrices must satisfy nonlinear equations, 
which are not easy to solve. Parlett and Landis describe in [ll] iterative 
procedures for scaling nonnegative matrices to double stochastic form, and 
they present results to tests comparing the new algorithms with other 
methods. However, their examples suggest that their iterations require O( n”) 
operations, so these procedures are too slow to be useful as a scaling strategy 
for Gaussian elimination. 
In the present paper we intr_oduce a new ideal for choosing the scaling 
matrices in such a way that A = D,AD, has a structure resembling an 
equilibrated, diagonally dominant matrix. Thus, choosing D, ;1s the scaling 
matrix for implicit partial pivoting, we expect better results in Gaussian 
elimination than with the traditional choices. 
More precisely, we set ourselves the following task: Given the matrix A, 
find diagonal matrices D, and D, such that A = D, AD, has the following 
form: 
(*> All coefficients are of absolute value at most 1, and there are n 
elements of absolute value 1, no two of which lie in the same row or column. 
In the special case when A is obtained by scaling and permuting a diagonally 
dominant matrix A,,, it turns out that the triangular factorization of A using 
partial pivoting and implicit scaling with scaling factors determined by (*) 
chooses a pivot sequence equivalent to original ordering of A,,. During 
reduction, those elements are taken as pivots whose corresponding entries in 
A are of absolute value 1. Thus the condition (*> recorjers in this case the 
natural .stable ordering. The same happens for scaled and permuted symmet- 
ric positive definite matrices. This nourishes the hope that we also get a good 
pivoting sequence in the general situation. Although we cannot prove this, the 
experimental results obtained in Section 4 indeed suggest that it holds. 
In Section 2 we investigate the properties of matrices with property (*) 
and of corresponding scaling matrices. In Section 3 we discuss in more detail 
the consequences for pivoting. Section 4 describes the particular method we 
implemented to produce scaling factors such that the scaled matrix satisfies 
(*>. The method involves at most O(n”) operations, i.e., the worst case work 
is of the same order as for the subsequent triangular factorization. Test 
results with some random matrices are given in Section 5. 
2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 
Let A be an n X n matrix, and denote by Z := Sym(n) the set of 
permutations of 1,. . . , n. For u E 2, P, denotes the n X n permutation 
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matrix with entries 
1 
I’,., := 
if j = v(i), 
0 otherwise. 
P, A is obtained from A by pcmnuting its rows in such a way that the 
elements u,,( ij, i are on its diagonal. 
We ~11 the permutation r E x ;I ~rcl~~,~cr.sn~ for A if 
a,C.,j,.i f 0 for all j = 1, . . . , II. 
Proof. Since 
det A := c sgn( a) fi a,,,,,,,, # 0, 
UEZ j= I 
there exists some u E IX with FI;i= , an(,), j + 0. 
\Ve call a matrix A structr~rdly rwrr.sir~gdnr if A has a trans\rersal. A 
useful condition for this can be deduced from the 
~r\RHIA~:E TIIEORFN 2.2 (Philip Hall; cf. Bose and Man\rel [l]). Let N 
he the set of cohm idices of A, NPK~ M(J > := (i13.j E J : ai, # 0} jbrj c N. 
Then there exists n tmwxxr.wl for A iff 
Now, writing the condition as 
n -IM(J)I + Ill < n 
we get: 
for all J c N, 
PKOFOSITION 2.3. A is .stnrctumlly norwingrdar z;ff m, + m2 < n fbr all 
m, X m7 suhmu&-ices contnining xros. 
The transversal r is called dorninnnf if 
ii I%(,), I = j= I 
inax 
UEX 
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The next lemma shows the invariance of the dominant transversal under 
scaling. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let D, and D, be non.sinplar diagonal matrices. Then r 
is a dominant transversal for A iff 7~ is a dominant transversal for A- = 
D, AD,. 
Proof. Let r be a dominant transversal for A. Since D, := 
diq$cl;, . . . , d(,) and D, := diag(d~, . . . , (tE> are nonsingular, 
c7 r(t). j = d;(i)a7i(,) ,jd; # 0 for all j = 1, . . 
Given (T E C, then, since u and r are bijective, 
Since A = 0; ‘AD,‘, the converse direction holds, too. 
An II X tl matrix A is called an H-matrix if 





for suitable diagonal matrices D, and D,. (The special case where one can 
take the identity for D, defines strictly diagonally dominant matrices.) 
THEOHEM 2..5. For H-m&rices and symmetric positive definite matrices, 
rr = id is the unique dominant transversal. 
Proof. 
(i) In (I), D, and D, are nonsingular matrices, because 
implies d! # 0, (if # 0. According to Lemma 2.4, it only remains to show 
that 7r = id is the unique dominant transversal for any matrix k = D, AD, 
satisfying 111 - AlI, < 1. But such an A is strongly diagonally dominant; 
hence this is true. 
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(ii) Let A be symmetric positive definite. Then 
a,, > 0 for i = l,...,n, 
since e(‘)rAe(‘) > 0, where e (i) is the ith unit vector in R”. Defining D, = 
D, = dia$a,1/2,. . . , a,:,, ‘I21 the matrix A = D, AD, is still symmetric posi- , 
tive definite with units on its diagonal. Again with Lemma 2.4 we need only 
show that id is dominant for A. Let x(‘.“‘) := e(l) + e(“‘) and 
Y 
(I, ))I) .- (1) _ eoL1) 




(I, “L)T~(/. VI) = 2(1 - &,,J > 0. 
Thus 
I&,,,1 < 2 for l,m=l ,...,n, 1# m, 
so that any transversal 7r + id gives a product < 1 = nai i. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Permuting a matrix so that a dominant transversal is on 
the diagonal restores a symmetric po.sitive dejkte matrix, a strongly diago- 
nally dominant matrix, or an H-matrix from any permuted version of it. 
We call an n X n matrix A an l-matrix if 
la,il = 1 for i = l,...,n (2) 
and 
laijl G 1 for i,j = l,..., n, i #j, (3) 
and a strong I-matrix if we have (2) and 
laijl < 1 and i,j = l,..., n, i #j. (4) 
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It is clear that T = id is dominant for Z-matrices and diagonally dominant 
matrices. Moreover, when A is a strong I-matrix or strongly diagonally 
dominant, then no other transversal can be dominant, too. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Rice [12] described the difficulties in scaling the matrix 
/ 
10 1o+‘O 1 \ 
A = s:, 10;~~ ‘?” 1o+40 
10 I()+“0 
\ 1 10 t40 lo+“0 1 
to an equilibrated matrix. In our setting there is a dominant transversal 
corresponding to the permutation matrix 
P= 
10 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
\o 0 1 0 
Using the scaling matrices 
D, = diag( 1, 10-‘“, 1O-2”, lo-‘“), 
D, = diag( lo-“, lO_‘“, lo-‘“, lo-“‘), 
we get the I-matrix 
1 1 10-1” 10-40 lo-.5 \ 
PD, AD, = lo-” 1 
IO- IS 10P”O 
10 - 30 1o-5 lo-59 ’ 
10-l” 10-4C Idi 1 1 
which is a strongly diagonal dominant matrix and thus perfectly scaled for 
Gaussian elimination. 
Now we are prepared to perform the task described in the introduction 
with the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.8. For ezjey structurally nonsingular n x n matrix A there 
are a permutation matrix P and two diagonal matrices D,, D, such that 
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We prove the theorem constructively by finding a dominant transversal, 
permuting it to the diagonal, and scaling it alq~ropriately. We need some 
notation. Let 
[w, := R u {--x, +m}. 
If 
n, := i$lfLx INJ # 0 for all i = I,...,n, 
,...,1 
then the matrix C = (ci,> E R, ‘I ’ ” is defined as follows: 
‘ii ‘= i 
log (I, ~ loglaiil if uij # 0. 
+m otherwise. 
Proof. Since 
Ii C,(.,)_, = log.,6 * ) 
j= 1 ~(./).I 
it follows that 
C “?T(j),j is minimal for all fl E 2 with C’Vci,,, < m 
,j= I 
- IQ6 is minimal over all transversals for A 
a ./Q* ‘. 1~ maximal over all transversals for A 
a -rr is a dominant transversal for A. ??
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Lemma 2.9 shows that a dominant transversal can be found for the matrix 
C by searching for a permutation rr which minimizes 
This problem is known as the nssigrw~nf probh (AP) or bipwtitr uxightt’d 
r,utchiug pmbkrt~. The classical O(C’) algorithm for AP is the so-called 
Hr~ryp%zr~ ~rwtlwc! (Kuhn [IO]), b II some faster methods have since been t 
proposed; see Section 4. 
Lemma 2.4 tells us in which cases there is no transversal for A. If there 
are onI\, zeros in one row i, then the matrix c cannot be built, because the 
maximal row element (1, does not exist. In the other cases the matching 
algorithm cannot compute ml admissible permutation, because for all (T E C 
there is a column j with c,( .)_ , = 
2.1) and therefore unsuita )le for Gaussian elimination; so this does not i 
30. [In all these cases A is singular (Lemma 
restrict applicability.] 
Usually the assigmnent problem is formulated in graph theoretically 
terminoloa. Let G = (v, v~, E) be a bipartite graph with V, :md V2 
denoting the bipartition of the nodes. An edge c E E will be written as an 
ordered pair (i, j) with i E V, and j E V,. G is called cotyhte (or bipar- 
tik) if (i,j> E E for all i E 17, and j E V,. A mntching (prf&t rnntclzing) 
in G is a subset M of the edges such that every node in V, U V2 is incident 
to at most one (exactly one) edge in M. Given weights c,, E R for the edges 
(i, j) E E, we can associate a weight 
c(M) = c c,, 
(r.,/)ta2f 
with evev matching M. With G = (V,, I’?, E), V, = 1; = { 1, . . _ , n}, and 
E = {(i, j) 1 cii < m} th e assignment problem is equivalent to the problem of 
finding B perfect matching with minimal weight. 
It is well known that the assignment problem can be written as the 
following linear program: 
(LP) Find variables x,, E R’, i E V,, j E V, minimizing 
c C1,Nli 
(i. j)EE 
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Xii > 0 
for i E V,, 
for j E V,, 
for i E V,, j E V,. 
THEOREM 2.10 (Kuhn [lo], Edmonds [8]) 
(1) Zf (LP) is solvable, then there exists a .solution x* such that 
x*, E (0, I} fk all i E Iii, j E V, 
and M* = {(i,j> 1 xt = l} is an optimal matchirg. 
(2) In this way, any optimal matching gives a solution of (LP). 
(3) M * is optimal iff variablrs u, (i E V,) and vj (j E V,) exist with 
ui + ?j, < c,, f;)r (i,j) E E, 
u, + ?_I, = cli if (i,j) EM*. 
The variables tli (i E V,) and uj (j E V2) belong to the solution of the 
dual program of (LP) and are simply called the dual variables. Most AP 
algorithms use the dual variables only to verify the computed solution 
according to Theorem 2.10, but in our scaling program the dual variables 
have the following additional meaning. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let T be the dominant transversal_/%- A defined by M*, 
and let D, and D, be diagonal matrices with 
cl; := 
exp( ui) 
-f or ni 
i = l,..., n, 
df := exp( v]) fi~r j = l,...,n. 
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Then A := P,, D, AD, is an I-matrix. 
Proof. We have to show that 
d: * laiil. d; < 1 and dLcj,. larc,),jl. cl; = 1 for i,j = 1 1..., n. 
This is clear if aii = 0. Otherwise 
dt .(aijl*dT = (Zi)-l exp(ui)laijlexp(uj) 
= exp[u, + uj - (log cli - loglaijl)] 
= exp(u, + uj - Cij) < 1, 
since ui + vj - cij < 0. If i = r(j), then equality holds. I 
From Lemma 2.11 we see that we can find P, D,, and D, by using an 
AP algorithm, and therefore Theorem 2.8 is proved. 
3. IMPLICATIONS FOR PARTIAL PIVOTING 
As discussed in Section 1, implicit partial pivoting consists in choosing in 
the kth elimination step some k > j with 
Ia$-‘)I. dk = max laf’)l. d,' # 0, 
i>j 
and then taking ai$- ‘) as pivot element. In our approach, the nonsingular 
diagonal matrix D, = diag(d:, . . . , d!) is chosen such that the matrix A = 
D, AD, is an Z-matrix for some diagonal matrix D, (which does not affect 
the pivot choice). Since an Z-matrix has a structure resembling an equili- 
brated, diagonally dominant matrix, we expect better results in Gaussian 
elimination than with the traditional choices. Note that if the dominant 
transversal is unique, the resulting scaling is invariant under prior shuffling 
and scaling of rows or columns, which makes it more robust than simple row 
equilibration. 
In the special case when A is obtained by scaling and permuting a 
diagonally dominant matrix A,, , Theorem 2.5 implies that the pivot sequence 
chosen is equivalent to using the original ordering of A,, without pivoting, 
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and the same happens for scaled and permuted symmetric positive definite 
matrices. Since Gaussian elimination is stable in these cases, this nourishes 
the hope that we also grt ;I good pivoting quence in the general situation. 
The experimental reslllts obtained in Section 4 indeed suggest that this 
holds, but we cannot prove it, siilce-mllike for H-matrices and symmetric 
positive definite matrices--thtL Z-matrix property is not preserved under 
elimination. In particular, when using Gaussian elimination without pivoting 
on an Z-matrix, it can happen that that a diagonal element becomes small (or 
even zero) and hence is not suitable as a pivot. Thus partial pivoting is still 
essential. This is why, for general matrices, we do not use the transversal, but 
rather the associated left scaling matrix with implicit partial pivoting. This 
combines the best of both worlds. (The perfect, but expensive way would be 
to restore Z-dominance after each step; this would probably even allow us to 
prove strong stabilie statements-but we did not consider this in detail, 
since it is not practickl.) 
When using the scaling fktors computed \\ith dual Lrariables, a disadvan- 
tage becomes apparent during trianglllarizatioil when there are several ele- 
ments of absolute value 1 in a column of Z1, AL),. This always happens when 
the dominant transversal r is not Imique. In this case, often elements not 
from rr are taken as pi\rots, thus prematurely destroying the good ordering. 
Since the permuted matrix is generallv no longer an Z-matrix, one such , 
occurrence may already imply that all later pi\,ots are off the transversal, alld 
the effectiveness of the scaling is iriucli reduced. 
Therefore we consider in the next section a method for improving the 
scaling factors. Our goal will bc the traiisforiliatioii to an I-thirmnt m&-ix 
A, defined as an Z-matrix with ;I minimal number of off-diagonal elements of 
absolute value 1 among all Z-matrices L), AD,. (Note that in every Z-matrix 
P, D, AU, there are off-diagonal elements of absolute value 1 when the 
dominant transversal 7r for A is ilot unique.) 
The main relewncr of Z-dolninance is that it automatically finds a good 
scaling, and preserves or restores good orderings in the cases where theory 
predicts they are good. For sufficientl>- bad matrices, partial pivoting must 
take care of the loss of I-dominance during elimination. 
4. PRACTICAL QUESTIONS 
For the choice of the AI’ algorithm one has to consider not only running 
time and required work space, but also whether the program computes a dual 
solution. We chose a version of the LSAPR algorithm of Burkard and Derigs 
[2] with starting procedure SAT3 of Carpaneto and Toth [3]. In a timing test, 
this combination performed best among a numl,er of choices tested, with an 
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(experimental) running time of O(n”.““) for full n X n matrices. The key 
concept of the LSAPR algorithm is the so-called shortest augmenting path 
method. 
Let M be a matching in a graph G. Then an M-alternating puth 
P = (V(P), E(P)) is a path in G the edges of which are alternately in M and 
not in M. P, _ j denotes an M-alternating path connecting nodes i and j, and 
pi+ I denotes an M-alternating cycle. P, _ , is called an M-augmenting path if 
nodes i and j are not matched under M: Let P be an M-augmenting path 
(M-alternating cycle). Then 
M @ P := [M\E(P)] u [E(P) \M] 
is again a matching, and 
1(P) := c( M Cl3 P) - C( h4) 
is called the length of P. A matching h4 is called extreme if it does not allow 
any M-alternating cycle P with Z(P) < 0. The SAP method starts from any 
extreme matching and successively augments along shortest augmenting 
paths. For each of these matchings dual variables (11, c) E [W”I ” “2 are 
computed with 
lLi + ?2, < Clj for (i,j) E E, 
Iii + Gj = Clj if (i,j) E M. 
Using the reduced cost coefficients 
Clj := c. ‘I - ui - uj > 0 for all edges (i,j) E E, 
the shortest augmenting path can be found similarly to Dijkstra’s algorithm, 
since the reduced length of an alternating path P equals the sum 
with nonnegative factors Cij. 
If the Al’ program has finished with the optimal matching, the reduced 
costs describe the form of the I-matrix A = P, D, AD, where D, and D, 
are defined according to Lemma 2.11. Note that 
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As in the elements of C, the v&e m should be admitted for the scaling 
factors. Then in the program m is to be replaced by a suitable large number 
such that values such as m/2 or exp(kx) are still defined, too. 
We now consider a method for improving the scaling factors to get an 
Z-dominant matrix A, as defined in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assunle that p E R” satis$e.s 
C7r(,), k + Pj - pk a 0 forall j,k = l,..., n. 
Then 
rl’ r(j) ‘= 
exP [ - ( ‘1 + Pj > ] 
In W)../ I ’ 
d,! := exp ( vi + p, ) 
are scaling factors such that A = P, D, AD, is an I-matrix. Moreover, 
c n(,,),k + pj - pk > 0 imnp2ie.s d~,i,ln,Cj,,kld: < 1. 
Proof. Let In,(,I,kI + O; then 
dir~j~lar(j~.klcz,t = I”n(j,,jlm”‘xp( -vj - ~,)ln,c,,,klexp(uk + r)k) 
= exp(cr(jJ, j - '/ - Pj + c r(j),k + v'k + Pk) 
= exp[ -(F,,j,.I, + I’, - rji)] < 1. 
Equality holds only if cmcj,, k + ~1, - pl, = 0. 
Now we shall show some ways for computing p E R”. 
ALGORITHM 4.2 (Equalization of the reduced costs Cij in O(n”k,,,,,) 
operations). 
p=o 
do k = 1, k,,,, 
doj = 1,n 
y1 = minIEncj) l 
y2 = min{Z mcl,:j 
+ p,i - pl 11 = 1,. . . , IL, 1 # j} 
+ P/ - g, 1 1 = l,. . . > )1, z + gl 
p := pj + (ys - r/,)/2. 
en do d 
end do 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let D, and D, be diagonal matrices containing the 
scaling factors via equalization u+h k,,,, > [n/2], and let n be a unique 
dominant transversal in A. Then A = P, D, AD, is an l-dominant matrix. 
For k,,,, = ~0 the algorithm maximizes 
min C I ~(1j.k + Pj - Pklj + k}; 
and thus, if T is unique for A, we can regard the scaling factors via 
equalization with sufficiently large k,,,, as optimal scaling factors. 
Unfortunately, equalization uses much running time. Computing scaling 
factors from dual variables takes (in all our examples) significantly less time 
than the triangularization, but scaling via equalization with k,,,,, = [n/2] 
costs on average 3 times as much as the factorization. So we consider an 
alternative. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Path selection). Let 
r,j := min i(Pi_ j), 
gj := 1 L rij 
n 
for i,j = l,..., n, i f n(j), 
i= I 
and let D, and D, be diagonal matrices containing the corresponding scaling 
factors. Then A = P, D, AD, is an l-dominant matrix. 
Proof. We show that 
c n(j1.k + Pj - Pk = O for j,k=l,..., n, j#k, 
iff (r(j), k) is an edge of an M-alternating cycle P of reduced length 
i(P) = 0. We note first that for all i,j, k = 1,. . . , n, i # r(j), i # r(k), we 
have 
rtj + 'm(j), I, > min i(P,_k) = rll;, 
Cik > min i( P,+k) = ril;. 
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Therefore 
c m(j).k + P,j - Pk 
=C r(j).'! + ’ ii n i=l rij - t 2 rik i=l 
i#P(j) i#T-r(k) 
k + ‘n(k). j + ‘;w(,), k - %(j). k 
Hence 
> 0 if(7r(j),k) isanedgeofazerocycle, 
= () &&ise. 
. 
Theoretically, rij can be computed by path selection of the SAP method 
involving O( n”) operations, but surely a more efficient implementation can 
be found. However, that is not our aim, because here we only want to 
describe the possibilities for vying the scaling program. Since there are 
many AP algorithms and new algorithnls are still being proposed, we cannot 
yet decide which is the most appropriate matching strategy and whether 
there is a fast implementation to optimize the scaling factors by maximizing 
min{EnC,, I + r,, - I’$ f k}. 
It may even turn out to be feasible to update the matching after every 
elimination step and taking the entry of a dominant transversal in the ith 
column as the ith pivot. 
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5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
To test the partial pivoting procedure with the new scaling we used a 
program which modified the IMSL routine LEQT~F for computing a triangu- 
lar factorization. However, we deleted the test of singularity, since, particu- 
larly for column scaled matrices, the program often returned with an error 
message even if good results would have been obtained (cf. Appendix). The 
tests were performed using single precision (27 binary digits, rounding by 
truncation, .s = 1.5 x 1o-x). 
LEQT1F uses an implicit “row maximum scaling” pivoting strategy, with 
scaling factors 
To obtain the “matching scaling” strategy, we simply replaced the cl,’ with 
the scaling factors obtained by our equalization procedure. 
The following tables show the results for different systems AY = h. We 
generated ten 20 X 20 matrices A with randomly generated coefficients from 
the range 
[-1, +1] x 10’-h.+Hl 
(with uniformly distributed factor and exponent) and for each A ten different 
vectors 6. As a measure of accuracy we used the relative number of decimals 
by which the residual was reduced, 
which is invariant under row and column scaling. 
Table 1 displays the minimal value, the maxinx~l value, and the average of 
rl( A, h) and of the number of decimals gained, i.e., the difference 
L,tc,,lng( A, I,) - d,,,,.,,,,,,( A, h). M oreover we show in which column M the 
first element not from r was taken as the pivot, i.e., in which column the 
pivots left the sequence designed by the matching strate&y. 
Especially in those cases where the pivot selection does not deviate from 
the matching for a long time, high accuracy can be obtained. In limited tests 
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TABLE 1 
KESIDUAI, ACCURACY rwR 100 FULL 20 x 20 SYSTEMS 
Row Decimals 
maximum Matching gained M 
Minimum 4.39 6.53 - 0.48 11 
Average 6.63 7.47 0.85 17 
Maximum 7.78 7.80 3.29 20 
Time (msec) 32.1 135.0 
of matrices with many zeros the results are surprising. Here we used the 
same matrices as above, but we retained in each row an average of 6 
coefficients out of the 20 and replaced the other coefficients by zero. Now 
the matching strategy can obtain an average of even higher accuracy than in 
the case of full matrices, while the results of the row maximum strategy are 
very unsatisfactory. An extra advantage of the matching strategy in the sparse 
case turned out to be that the matrices L and U were often more sparse than 
with the row maximum strategy. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented the basic theory and some simple 
examples showing the potential of a new scaling method for Gaussian 
elimination with partial pivoting, based on solving an associated assignment 
problem. The method is capable of restoring diagonally dominant matrices 
from scrambled and scaled versions of it, and it gives good scalings in the 
TABLE 2 






Time (msec) 31.7 








- .27 19 
3.53 20 
7.56 20 
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general case. However, solving the assignment problem is in itself a nontrivial 
task, and for applications to larger problems, further work must be done. 
The timing results for the sparse matrices are of course not realistic, since 
we used a full matrix implementation. While unweighted sparse assignment 
problems can be solved very fast, we do not know how fast the weighted 
sparse assignment problem can be solved, in particular since we need the 
dual solution as well. For some algorithms for solving sparse assignment 
problems see Derigs and Metz [7]. 
Another interesting possibility in the large scale case is the use of an 
incomplete factorization (without pivoting) of the I-matrix of Theorem 2.8, as 
a preconditioner for iterative methods for nonsymmetric linear systems like 
QMR (Freund and Nachtigal[9]). In th’ is case, equalization considerations no 
longer play a role, which speeds things up. Moreover, if a dominant matching 
cannot be computed fast enough, one can probably design fast heuristics for 
finding a nearly dominant matching, which might suffice, since the coeffi- 
cients change anyway after each elimination step. 
However, a proper treatment of these matters is beyond the scope of the 
present paper. 
APPENDIX. SOME REMARKS ON PUBLISHED 
IMPLEMENTATIONS OF GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION 
REMARK 1. As remarked above, the factorization routine LEQT~F is 
sometimes far too cautious in assessing nonsingularity. Let LEQT~F take a$:- ‘) 
as pivot in the jth step of reduction, and let 
w := I($-‘)I . d? 
‘I I . 
LEQT~F gives failure if w + n = n, and the program returns with an error 
message. This is appropriate when all elements of A are of the same order 
unity, and the routine tries to achieve this by standard row equilibration. But 
this is not always good enough; for example, LEQT~F stops with w = 10pl' in 
the first step of reduction of the nonsingular matrix 
i 
10-s lo+" 
0 lo+" i 
(which is already the upper triangular matrix U). We suggest just giving a 
warning if the test reports singularity and then to continuing the reduction. 
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REMAHK 2. We also tested our scaling method on LINGL, a triangular 
fiactorization procedure developed by Dekker [6]. Surprisingly, the resulting 
accuracy was often more than one decimal better. After inspection, the 
crucial difference to LEQT~F turned out to be the accumulation of the inner 
produces after selecting the pivot and exchanging the rows. 
The accumulation of 
is done in I,EQT~F by repeated subtraction and in LINGL according to 
Az~( - C Lt.jRji). 
(5) 
(6) 
By Wilkinson [14, Chapter I, (32.9/10)], th e rounding error in the computa- 
tion of n,h, + .*a + u,,h,, by repeated addition is 
(Nlb,&, + ... ??tU,,b,,E,,)( 1 + &) 
where 
with t, t, depending on the accuracy of the computer. This shows that 
permuting a term of the summation from first position to last reduces its 
worst case contribution to the total error by a factor n/2. Since in an 
I-matrix the diagonal terms are the largest terms in their rows, the pivots Aii 
tend to be the largest element in the sum (5) and (6). This explains why the 
second form (6) gives more xcurate results. 
In the meantime, IMSL has changed the factorization routine, thus 
eliminating the weaknesses mentioned. 
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